226	you can't be too careful
sufficiently narrow to be acute, " these criticss you sec, they
disregard the capital a man lays out in building up a reputa-
tion.   It's nothing to them.   They just think they have the
right to run him down exactly as they please. There's hardly
a business that could stand it.   This case was touch-and-go,
but our chap went too far in his abuse. It's plain sense you got
to put it down. There isn't a thing in heaven or earth that's
safe while this criticism runs loose.  So now at every election
I ask the candidates whether they agree to back my Control
of Criticism Bill.   Had it drafted and printed all right and
proper.  You didn't know of that ?  I get pledges from both
sides, always, but somehow they never seem to push it through
up there.   Hammer away, I say, hammer away.  No need
to talk about it. It's just my hobby, so to speak. You wouldn't
care to have a copy of my Bill ? You needn't read it. . . ."
All Morningside Prospect was agreed that rates and taxes
had increased, were increasing and ought to be diminished.
The vote was something given to the free-born citizen primarily
to defend him against these assaults upon his peace of mind.
So that as the election drew near, Morningside Prospect really
made an effort to distinguish between the competing candi-
dates who were seeking their suffrages, in this particular
respect.   Would they keep rates down and taxes down?
All candidates promised gladly and there the matter ended.
Brighthampton was a complex constituency with a slum
district harbouring  a  swarm  of skilled   and  semi-skilled
workers.  Morningside Prospect believed that these people of
the back streets were mainly engaged in almost incredibly
rapid multiplicatidh, and shared the outspoken indignation
of Dean Inge at decent people being asked to provide health
and education for this unbridled pullullation of the " Unfit".
Like Oliver Twist, these creatures were always asking for more,
stimulated in their extravagant demands by agitators, whom
Morningside Prospect believed to be invariably of foreign
origin and incredible malignity. So that there was a third*
party in the Brighthampton constituency, known to Morning-
side Prospect as the " Squandermaniacs ", a Labour Party
dominated by some Russian agent, Bill Smith or McAndrew

